
WRITE AN EXPRESSION TO SHOW THE SUM OF X AND Y AXIS

What do I mean by writing an expression on the visualization? Y axis, x axis, color by) and selecting Custom Expression
(or using the Edit I'll show you an example shortly, but before I do, I need to point out that when Over and The first part
of the expression sums up the oil production for each well.

The combined content plus this blog post provides all you need to know. So if I were to write this as an
equation, the dependent variable here is the amount that I pay in dollars. Segmentation Module: Saving User
Segments The right module also has the ability to save user segments for quick accessibility to common
configurations of the right module across. For example, if you want to view your Daily New Users, select
'[Amplitude] New User' and change the measurement in the bottom module to "Uniques". I have connected a
drop down selector that allows me to easy toggle between Reservoir, Field and Well, you can see how the
visualization updates in the animated GIF below. If we want to modify the above expression to display the top
4 countries by how many bytes has been transferes in that country to see what countries are responsible for my
bandwidth , you can use the metric parameter as follows:. If you have 0 months, you pay nothing. If nothing
else is specified, the calculations are always based on the current node. We can use timelion to divide each
series by the actual population of that country, that we pull from World Bank as follows:. Is the syntax for
writing expressions on the Y-Axis confusing? Depending on if you are viewing the chart as a line chart, bar
chart, or stacked area chart, the metrics may display different things. Name depending on the visualization
type eg. Do you want to learn more about the Spotfire expression language? To save user segments, hover
over the segmentation module and click the "Save Segments" button and a separate window will appear to let
you create segments and save them. It optionally can make use of the min, max, label, color and position
parameters, to modify that y-axis. The syntax when referring to axes in an expression is [Axis. Since the
custom expressions work on the actual slices in the data in this case, markers in the visualization , allowing
them to refer to columns that are not defined as visualization properties for example, X-axis or Color by ,
would demand further slicing. You can sum, subtract, multiply or devide series by numbers or even by other
series. The value represented on the Y-axis of the chart will vary depending on which metric you have
selected. You will see how to set parameters in the next section. Each parameter has a name, that you can use
inside the parantheses to set its value. You can group your data by a second property. Each of them support a
range of parameters to modify e. This is demonstrated in the animated GIF shown below. As you can see from
the table below, there are a lot of Axis Names. There are three functions to modify the actual graph types:. It
does not make any sense to include the axis you are creating the expression for in an OVER expression. X]
Example To demonstrate what OVER does in custom expressions, consider the data set used in the overview
and the first basic expressions. Since this is a segment we want to use throughout the platform, it is much more
efficient to save it instead of having to recreate it for every single chart. To understand how it works, consider
again how markers represent slices of your data, and that the visualization properties, such as color or
aggregations, determine how the data is sliced. You apply these by chaining the functions in the expression.
You can find a list of all indicators on their data portal.


